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Thank you for the opportunity to provide
input on the future direction of tenancy law
in the ACT.
Better Renting is a community of renters
working together for stable, affordable,
and healthy homes. In developing this
submission, we have sought input from
this community of renters, through our
Facebook group ‘Canberra Renters’ and
through a webinar. We’ve also drawn upon
our own direct experiences, research, and
consultation with other organisations and
experts.
We open this submission by reflecting on
our vision and what we think should be the
guiding principle for reform in this area: the
centrality of home and the importance of
providing good homes in the rental sector.

We then consider the four areas discussed
in the Consultation Paper, responding to
the paper’s questions and making further
recommendations to help improve housing
conditions for people who rent their
homes.
In short, our key recommendations are:
•

prevent termination without grounds,
including ‘end of a fixed term’;

•

establish compensation for tenants for
any no-fault, with grounds termination;

•

stop rent bidding, by barring lessors
from accepting a rent offer higher than
what is advertised; and

•

introduce and enforce minimum
standards, particularly for security and
ventilation.
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The value of home
“The home is the center of life.
It is a refuge from the grind of
work, the pressure of school,
and the menace of the streets.
We say that at home, we can “be
ourselves.” Everywhere else, we
are someone else.”1

This rental reform process takes place
against a backdrop of long-term trends in
the rental sector. These trends make the
need for rental reform more significant and
more pressing.
The first of these trends is that more
people are renting. There are now more
rental households in the ACT than at any
time since 1997-98, and around 50% more
private rental households than there were
10 years ago.2 For a growing number of
Canberrans, their experience of housing
and of home is determined by rental law.
The rental sector is now also a source of
permanent tenure for more people. Since
1981, the incidence of long-term private
renting has increased from 27% to 33%.
Over the same period, the number of rental
households with dependent children has
increased from less than three in ten to just
over four in ten.3 And renting will become
more common in retirement: retiree
home-ownership is on track to fall from
76% today to 57% by 2056, an increase
of around 80% in the number of retiree

renters.4 The rental sector is increasingly a
sector of permanent tenure, where people
locked out of ownership will to make a
home during their working life and into
retirement.
Everyone needs a home. ‘Home’ embodies
many qualities, far beyond the physical
construct of a dwelling. It also means a
place one can put down roots and not be in
fear of a forced move. It means a place you
can modify to reflect your domestic life —
like hanging a family photo or painting a
bedroom wall with a child. It means a place
that is comfortable, private, secure, and
safe.
Current laws mean that the benefits of
home are available to owners. These same
benefits are denied to renters. But it does
not need to be this way. Government policy
choices could change tenancy law so that
the benefits of home are available to all:
“thus ensuring that these characteristics
of home could be experienced in the same
way by renters.”5
Now, with more people renting, renting
with children, renting long-term, and
renting into retirement, it’s more important
than ever that we have a communityminded approach to the private rental
sector. Not everyone can own a property.
However, the reforms discussed in this
paper make it easier for everyone to have a
home.
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Supporting stable homes: ending
unfair evictions
“Knowing that we have the
power to remain in a place and
change it permits us to act upon
and build our dreams.”6

Better Renting supports ending unfair,
no cause terminations. We oppose the
re-introduction of no cause terminations
under the guise of termination due to the
end of a fixed-term tenancy (EOFT).
Ending unfair evictions is about improving
security of tenure in particular, but also
about improving compliance with all rental
laws by making it easier for tenants to
self-advocate. Simply, for any protections
in the Residential Tenancies Act (RTA)
to be effective, tenants must be able to
take action without fear of retaliation. At
present, this is not the case, and we have
seen examples of tenants facing no cause
terminations that were clearly retributive.7
The Productivity Commission noted in
2019 that laws allowing without-ground
evictions can make it easier for a landlord
to terminate a lease, with the effect that:
“It increases the bargaining power
of landlords (after a lease has been
entered into) and decreases that of
tenants. Landlords' incentives to carry

out obligations, such as repairs and
maintenance, decrease when no-grounds
evictions are available, since this provides
an avenue for them to terminate leases in
the event of a dispute.”8
Ending unfair evictions will make it easier
for tenants to request repairs, suggest
modifications, or ask to have a pet. It will
also give people greater confidence they
can put down roots and make their house a
home.
Over the next three parts of this section
this paper will:
•

Discuss the importance of reducing the
incidence of forced moves,

•

Provide feedback on what prescribed
grounds should exist, and

•

Discuss related measures to deter
forced moves and fraudulent
terminations.

Being forced to move
is harmful
Before we discuss specific proposals
around ending unfair evictions, we wish
to explore in some detail the damage that
forced moves inflict on renters. This section
is a conceptual foundation to subsequent
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recommendations — it makes the case for
measures to reduce the frequency and
negative impact of forced moves.
From our consultation with renters, it is
clear that being forced to move places a
heavy burden on people who rent their
homes. However, this burden is more than
it might seem on the surface. The burden
of a forced move is not just the financial
costs directly associated with moving, like
paying removalists, hiring a moving van, or
paying crossover rent. There are also the
other costs of a move, such as the mental
burden, the stress, and the time away
from paid work. Renters also described
a chronic stress due to the ever-present
fear of a forced move, which is an ongoing
burden that also depletes their ability and
willingness to invest in their own home and
community.
As such there are three areas of harm
associated with forced moves:
1. The direct out-of-pocket costs of paying
for a move and to end a tenancy;
2. The direct non-monetary costs
associated with a forced move,
including stress and opportunity costs;
and,
3. The indirect non-monetary costs
associated with perpetual insecurity
and the fear of a forced move.
Here we will expand upon each of these
areas to help characterise the damage and
the impact on renters.

Out-of-pocket expenses
Moving is expensive. Potential costs
include:
•

Hiring a moving van or trailer;

•

Paying removalists;

•

Paying for moving boxes;

•

Paying for an end-of-lease clean,
gardening costs, and/or fumigation;

•

Paying extra for takeaway food when a
kitchen is unavailable or unusable;

•

Paying for mail redirection;

•

Paying costs for disconnecting/
reconnecting utilities; and

•

Paying ‘crossover’ rent for two
overlapping tenancies.

These costs can add up. People told us
they typically anticipate several thousand
dollars in costs:

“I think in a past move I figured
that when a landlord wants their
house back and I have to move, I
need to have $5000 available to
know I can pay for everything.”

These costs are not equally allocated
between renters. That is, certain renters
may pay higher costs when they move. For
example, people without local networks
may be more likely to need removalists
or to hire a van; a person with a disability
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may be less able to do their own cleaning
or packing and unpacking. Some renters,
simply through bad luck, may have to move
more often and face higher aggregate costs
over time.

•

Asking favours from people in your life;
•

One renter we spoke with had taken out a
loan to cover moving costs, then she had to
launch a crowdfunder to cover the costs of
her next (involuntary) move. She told us,

“...favours and time of loved ones
brought in to help…”

Being disconnected from the home and
community you’ve invested in;
•

“As a single parent, moving isn’t
easy. I try to save up to cover the
costs of a future move, but it’s
hard when rent is so expensive.
You go without to try and save
even a little.”

“I individually look at somewhere
around $4000 with lost income and
incidental costs figured in.”

“...the biggest cost to continuously
moving is losing the investment you
put into your own life and society…”

The stress and anxiety of navigating the
end of lease and bond refund, including
being treated like a child by agents.
•

“... it is the emotional toll of being
spoken to in an accusatory and
condescending tone…”

All the time taken to complete the move;

What we heard is that these impacts are
generally worse than the direct costs, with
the mental health impacts in particular
rating a mention. As one person told us, “It's
not just the financial cost, it's the emotional
cost.”

•

Non-monetary costs of insecurity

Non-monetary moving costs
There are also non-monetary costs to a
forced move. Things like:

“...time and the time of the people
in your life is actually a huge cost
alongside the actual moving costs.”

The time, stress and worry of having to
secure a new home, and then orchestrate
the move;
•

“About six weeks for everything to be
worked out, from notice, to securing
a new rental, to packing, cleaning,
moving and handing over keys.”

Losing income due to taking time off paid
work / using up leave;

But perhaps the worst part of forced
moves, particularly for people who have
been renting for longer, is the loss of
security. Many people we spoke with
described a dynamic whereby, even before
they receive a notice to vacate, they are
living with the chronic fear of what might
happen. This creates a reluctance to ever
really put down roots, making it harder
for people to invest in making a home for
themselves.
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As such there is a social cost exacted by
the ease with which lessors may terminate
tenancies. Such ease creates perpetual
insecurity for a significant part of our
community, undermining the capacity
of renters to invest and contribute in
their local area. This means weaker
neighbourhoods and local networks.
One renter we spoke with said that his fear
of a future move means that he is reluctant
to fully unpack after moving to a new place:

terminations don’t occur, or occur less
often, the lives of people who rent are
affected. People feel insecure in their own
home; renters are also less able and willing
to fully participate in local community life.

Comments on
current and potential
prescribed grounds
'End of a fixed term'

“I no longer fully unpack as the last place I
was in and here I'm pretty much just living
out of boxes. All I've unpacked here is a
fair bit of my kitchen stuff and my clothes,
the rest I get out of boxes as I need it and
I also have a heap of things I leave in a
storage shed [because] I feel it's no use
going and getting it.”

An EOFT termination is a no cause
termination. If the ACT Government is
acting to end unfair, no cause evictions,
then it must not re-introduce them under
a new guise. There are no good reasons
to add EOFT as a new ground, and such a
ground would be wide open to retaliatory
uses.

Another person described how a history
of forced moves means they have less
incentive to give to their local community:

Given the significant negative impacts of
forced moves, no-fault terminations should
be allowed only where there is a clear case
that the termination is justified. As such,
other than for a breach of the tenancy
agreement, tenants should remain in their
home until either they choose to leave, or
the property is no longer available for lease.

“...forget money and time, the biggest
cost to continuously moving is losing the
investment you put into your own life and
society and the consequent cost of having
the incentive to do that diminish over
time, along with the reduced capacity to
reap the dividends of those investments.”
Our current rental laws give much greater
weight to an owner’s interest in being
able to easily end a tenancy than to a
tenant’s interest in remaining in their
home. Amongst renters, this creates a fear
of termination. As a result, even where

Current prescribed grounds roughly align
with this latter option. For example, if a
lessor intends to occupy a property, then
the property is no longer available for
lease, and vacation by the tenants is a
necessary condition of putting the ground
into effect. This is not the case for an EOFT
termination, whereby the property remains
available for lease and would presumably
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be shortly re-let to future tenants. Where
tenants are not in breach of their tenancy,
a lessor’s desire to replace them with
other tenants does not justify forcing the
original tenants out of their home. Such a
termination is without cause.
Instead of a system where people are living
in fear of being kicked out of their home,
and where they cannot exercise their rights
for fear of retaliation, we should have a
system where people who rent can enjoy
open-ended tenancies that give a strong
assurance of the option to remain longterm.9 In this system, property investors
would primarily be interested in the longterm rental income from the property,
not short-term capital gains. The EOFT
approach is at odds with this and would
undermine home-making in the private
rental sector.
However, if the ACT Government does
keep unfair evictions under the new
moniker of ‘end of a fixed-term tenancy’,
then this should at least be restricted to the
end of the initial fixed term, as in Victoria.
While this is an inferior approach to
abolishing unfair evictions, it is preferable
to allowing unfair evictions at the end of
every subsequent fixed term.
Intention to sell

possession. For example, section 86 (1)
of the New South Wales Residential
Tenancies Act states: “A landlord may give
a termination notice on the ground that
the landlord has entered into a contract
for the sale of the residential premises
under which the landlord is required to give
vacant possession of the premises.”11
In this case, tenants could remain in an
investment property that a lessor intends
to sell. If the property is bought by another
investor, then the tenancy could continue.
If the property is bought by someone who
requires vacant possession, this would be a
term of the contract of sale and the vendor
would then have grounds to terminate the
tenancy.
Compared to the status quo, this would
have two main benefits:
•

Where a property changes hands
between investors, the previous tenants
could remain in the property. This
reduces the disruption of a forced move
and associated costs.

•

Instead of leaving a dwelling empty
through a sale campaign, the incumbent
tenants could continue to occupy until
a sale was completed with vacant
possession. This improves the utilisation
of the ACT’s existing housing stock.

The ACT RTA currently allows a lessor
to terminate a periodic tenancy (Sched.
1, s. 96 (1) (d)) “if the lessor genuinely
intends to sell the premises.”10 This term
should be replaced with a term allowing
a lessor to terminate a periodic tenancy
if the property has been sold with vacant
better renting | 9

Use of the rental premises for a nonresidential purpose
We are not opposed in-principle to this
ground. Unlike EOFT, this is a ground that
would mean the property is no longer
available for private rental.
Where this does happen, it should be for
the long-term or permanent transition
of a property out of the private rental
sector. We are wary of a hypothetical
situation whereby an investor could offer
a nine month tenancy and then terminate
it to offer the property for short-term
letting over summer, before returning it
to long-term rental. However, this risk can
be reduced through related measures,
discussed below.
Effective management of social housing
stock
We do not think there should be a
general ground, “Effective management
of social housing stock”, as described in
the Consultation Paper. Instead there
should be specific grounds addressing each
specific reason to end a tenancy.
This will allow social housing providers
to manage their housing stock, while also
responding to the need of tenants to have
some security. A ground that is too broadly
defined could be used for terminations that
are not justified.
These specific grounds should have a
notice period of 26 weeks, as is currently
the case with no cause terminations, and
the imperative for the ACAT to exercise

discretion when a termination, even with
grounds, could create significant hardship
for renters.
Loss of eligibility for accommodation
assistance
We are concerned about situations in
which a household in social housing might
face termination because their household
income has changed.
In public housing, where a tenant was
previously eligible for accommodation
assistance on the basis of income, a change
in household income should not be grounds
for termination. If a public housing tenant
has increased income, this is a positive
thing for public housing: the tenant will be
paying more rent, and this contributes to
the financial stability and sustainability of
the system. Further, it would be disruptive
and punitive to remove a public housing
tenant from their home on the basis
that they have a higher income. The best
way to ensure that people in need can
access public housing is to ensure there is
adequate stock; a great way to fund public
housing is through rental payments from
higher-income tenants.
Proportionality and reasonableness test
on evictions
The ACT Government should introduce a
standalone test that any Termination and
Possession Order (TPO), related to any
prescribed ground for termination, must
be reasonable and proportionate, as is the
case in Victoria.12
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This would enable the ACAT to take into
account tenant circumstances and the
implications of a TPO. The existence of
such a test would also be of comfort to
tenants who may be threatened with
eviction for minor breaches such as “failing”
a routine inspection, subletting, or having a
pet without lessor consent.

Related measures
Alongside ending unfair evictions, the ACT
Government should implement supporting
measures that will reduce the likelihood
of fraudulent or frivolous terminations.
However, these measures should not
depend upon onerous or pro-active
enforcement by tenants. Such a system,
we see time and time again, has little
effect. Instead, measures should institute
accountability by default, discouraging
illegitimate terminations without putting
the onus on tenants to take cumbersome
enforcement action.
Compensation for with-cause
terminations
When a landlord ends a tenancy and the
tenant is not at fault, the tenant should
receive a rent waiver equal to four weeks
of rent. This would discourage unwarranted
terminations. Where a termination
proceeds regardless, it would at least offset
the costs imposed on tenants.
As discussed previously, moving is costly.
There are direct economic costs, the costs
of time and wellbeing associated with a
move, and the costs of a culture in which

renters are forever afraid of a forced move.
An important change to address this is a
requirement that, where a landlord issues
a no-fault notice to vacate (NTV), tenants
should be automatically compensated
through a rent waiver equivalent to
four weeks of rent. The primary desired
outcome of this is that forced moves would
be less common, as lessors would have an
incentive to allow a tenancy to continue.
Where a termination nonetheless went
ahead, the compensation would help shift
some of the financial burden of the forced
move from the unwilling subject towards
the person responsible for prompting the
move.
This is a superior approach compared to
post facto compensation for incurred costs.
It gives the lessor greater specificity about
the cost of their decision to issue a NTV,
and it avoids a situation whereby tenants
receive compensation only if they are
motivated to pursue it through the ACAT.
Compensation should apply to any no-fault
with-cause termination on prescribed
grounds. Terminations where the tenant
is in breach would not be eligible for
compensation.
Restrictions on re-letting
Lessors should be prevented from reletting a property for a period of time after
issuing a with-cause NTV. This period of
time should be long enough that lessors are
incentivised to issue only necessary NTVs,
although the period of time could vary
depending on the grounds given. Such a
better renting | 11

restriction could be enforced by monitoring
tenanted properties in the ACT through
incoming bond deposits.

the date specified with 4 days notice, and
with 2 days notice at any time during the
final 2 weeks.

Requirements for evidence

This will not only reduce the financial
burden on tenants, the risk of reduced
rental income will also prompt lessors to
consider whether the proposed NTV is
genuine and justified.

Some sort of requirement for evidence
should apply to all prescribed grounds
to end a tenancy. In some cases, this
might be a statutory declaration. In other
cases, other evidence may be suitable.
For example, a termination due to sale of
property with vacant possession (discussed
above) could be evidenced using the
exchanged Contract of Sale.
Alongside compensation requirements
and restrictions on re-letting, this would
discourage trivial terminations. It would
also allow people who rent the basic dignity
of being confident that they are being
removed from their own home legitimately.
Make it easier for tenants to move out
following notice
Notice periods enable people to begin
looking for a new rental but the notice
period may not be that helpful. In practice,
if tenants secure a new tenancy too
early, they would find themselves paying
crossover rent for an extended period of
time. This reduces the value of a longer
notice period.
As such, after receiving a with-cause NTV,
tenants should be able to terminate the
existing tenancy with a reduced notice
period. We propose that tenants may
vacate any time during the 8 weeks before

Retaliatory applications
We expect that the measures described
above will significantly reduce the appeal
of retaliatory applications for lessors. If a
landlord faces a financial cost to effect a
retaliatory eviction and the possibility of
missing out on months of rental income,
they are less likely to do so. The best way
to prevent retaliatory evictions is not a
process that requires active enforcement
by tenants, but a legal structure that
discourages unjustified NTVs in the first
place.
That said, the ACT should adopt legislation
that allows tenants to argue that they are
being retaliated against at the point of
receiving a NTV (This is currently the case
in NSW, and is proposed for Queensland).
At present, ACT tenants can only make
such an argument when opposing a TPO.
The option to argue against a TPO on the
basis that an eviction is retaliatory should
still be retained. Further, if a tenant doesn’t
appeal against an NTV when it is issued,
this must not prejudice any subsequent
argument that an eviction would be
retaliatory.
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Supporting affordable homes: no
rent bidding
Better Renting supports prohibiting rent
bidding entirely, such that landlords must
advertise a set rent and may not accept
more than that price.
People should be able to secure a decent
home at an affordable price. Currently, rent
bidding — whether solicited or voluntary
— undermines this. It exploits a fear of
homelessness to inflate rental prices.
Rent bidding also makes the market less
transparent, creating a sense of anxiety
and injustice for people looking for a place
to live. Worsening rental affordability is
linked with risk factors for cardiovascular
disease.13
When we spoke with renters, rent bidding
was a key issue that renters wanted
addressed. One person described an
experience of having their application
verbally accepted, only to have a landlord
then inform them that someone else
had offered more and to ask if they
would increase their own offer. People
also pointed out that rent bidding is
symptomatic of a broader problem of lack
of affordable supply. Ultimately, the ACT
Government should be addressing the
root cause of unaffordable housing. In the
meanwhile, it is worthwhile to address the
symptom.

We propose that a lessor cannot accept
more than the price they advertise. This
could have a few effects. Of course, a lessor
would want to secure the highest rental
income possible and so may advertise
at a higher point than they would have
otherwise. At the same time, they bear
some risk from advertising a rent that is
too high. This gives them an incentive to
determine the fair market value and market
the property at that price point rather
than risk an extended vacancy. Even if a
lessor might make more money by holding
out for a higher rent, most Australian
property investors are negatively-geared
and dependent on cash-flow to partially
cover their financing costs. It follows that
they have a strong incentive to secure new
tenants as soon as possible, even at a rent
below the theoretical maximum.
The real estate lobby might object to
change in this area, but on this issue their
interests diverge from that of landlords.
Property managers typically obtain one
week’s rent when a new lease is established
and a fixed percentage of ongoing rental
income. As such, they lose relatively
little from an extended vacancy, but have
immediate and ongoing benefits from
a higher rent. In contrast, a lessor loses
hundreds of dollars for every week of
vacancy and they have a greater need for
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short-term cash-flow. While we cannot
know how much a lessor stands to gain or
lose depending on the rent they specify
and the vacancy period, we can safely say
that they have an interest in a shorter
vacancy and that their interests are not
entirely coincident with those of a property
manager.

Enforcing a ban on
accepting bids
With respect to enforcement, the ban
should apply not to the voluntary bid itself,
but to the acceptance of a bid by a lessor or
agent. It is important that people who rent
are not criminalised for trying to secure
a home; it is the act of exploitation that
should be criminalised.
The ACT Government should employ two
methods for enforcement.
Firstly, the ACT Government should
regularly note the advertised price for
an undisclosed proportion of rental
properties. This could then be compared
with the stated rent when a bond is lodged.
If the accepted rent is higher, the lessor
should be penalised and the rent should
be corrected to correspond with the
advertised price. Even at a small scale this
would be a powerful deterrent and would
encourage ongoing compliance. Over time
this may become less necessary as cultural
norms change in the industry.
The second method is simple and elegant.
Tenants who make an offer above the

advertised price and have the offer
accepted should be able to apply to the
ACAT to have the rent corrected and
any difference paid back. In practice,
lessors/agents would not know if any bid
was genuine, so they would be strongly
incentivised to comply with legislation. As
a consequence, it’s unlikely that tenants
would ever be in a position to make such
an application to the ACAT, but the mere
possibility that such a situation could occur
would make compliance the default and
minimise the need for enforcement.

Close the loophole on
rent increases
A related issue is that of rent increases.
Recent changes in the ACT offer protection
against excessive rent increases during
periodic tenancies only. However, tenants
are still vulnerable to rent increases
when renewing an existing tenancy. The
legislation should be amended to close this
loophole so that all ongoing tenancies are
covered.
We often hear from renters who are
offered a lease renewal at a rent that
is much higher than their current rent.
These increases exceed the threshold in
regulation but they are legal because they
occur with a new fixed-term agreement
(even though it is often the same tenants
and the same tenancy.) As The Renting
Book notes,
“The rules on excessive rent increases
apply in periodic tenancies. If you are
better renting | 14

approaching the end of a fixed term
agreement, and you are considering
entering a new fixed term agreement
(e.g. for a second year in the property),
the new rent payable will be a matter
for negotiation between you and the
landlord.”14

Measures such as ending unfair evictions
will help to make a periodic tenancy less
insecure. However, tenants who renew
fixed-term tenancies should still be
protected from excessive rent increases.
The ACT Government should ensure that
existing protections cover all ongoing
tenancies.

This phrasing is technically accurate but
deceptive. In practice, no “negotiation”
occurs. It is a take-it-or-leave it proposition.
People who rent worry that if they don’t
take it they may face termination and be
forced out of their home. This was the
situation facing Diane, as reported by ABC
Canberra, who had to choose between a
rent increase of more than 10% and the
insecurity of a periodic tenancy.15
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Growing food and composting
We are broadly supportive of the potential
change indicated in the Consultation Paper.
There are a few further points we would
like to make in relation to this issue.
Firstly, this change should ensure that
gardening is an option, but it must not
make it an obligation. We regularly hear
from tenants whose property managers
expect a level of tenant maintenance
that is the province of professionals: for
example, pruning trees, shaping hedges,
or clearing gutters. Any change should
not lead to cases where landlords expect
gardening from tenants beyond existing
legal obligations. It would also be useful
to explicitly clarify the limits of existing
obligations.
Secondly, it is unclear what it means to
“undo” modifications related to gardening.
Unlike other parts of a dwelling, the garden
is by nature changing. If a tenancy begins
in summer and ends in winter the garden
will be in a different state, regardless. One
implication of this is that, while a lessor
might impose reasonable conditions, it is
perhaps not reasonable that ‘making good’
means an exact reversion to the prior state
of the garden.

were often expected to mow lawns and
maintain gardens yet did not necessarily
have a green bin and were sometimes
expected to pay for one.
“Every property we have rented in
Canberra required me to purchase the
green bin....Property owners should be
required to provide a green bin and a
compost bin/area at the property if they
expect the gardens to be maintained.”
“What about landlords supplying green
bins. [It] Shouldn't be up to a tenant to pay
for one if they can't take it with them. I'm
in my 3rd property in 2 years and only 1
(where the owner returned after 1year )
has had a green waste bin provided.”
A sensible and related reform in this area is
that a landlord can enforce a requirement
for garden maintenance only if a green bin
has been provided throughout the tenancy.

Finally, when we asked renters about
their experiences of this issue, a number
of people expressed frustration that they
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Supporting liveable homes:
minimum standards
Better Renting supports the introduction
of prescriptive minimum standards. We
generally support using the signing of a
new lease as a trigger for having to meet
standards, although there should also be a
deadline by which all properties must meet
standards. Government must also play a
pro-active role in enforcing standards.
What is the value of minimum rental
standards? In many parts of our society,
we recognise the role of government in
creating legal limits in order to protect
vulnerable people. For example, the
minimum wage helps to ensure that
competition between workers doesn’t
push wages too low. We also have safety
requirements such as seatbelts in cars or
smoke alarms in homes.
Analogously, even though renters may
compete with each other for an inadequate
supply of rental properties, we expect that
this competition doesn’t force people to
live in squalor. Minimum standards protect
vulnerable people by attempting to ensure
that people don’t have to sacrifice their
safety, security, wellbeing, or dignity, just to
secure a rental home.
In the rest of this section we respond to the
particular questions raised in the paper.

We support
prescriptive standards
We support prescriptive standards as this
will make compliance and enforcement
more straightforward for all parties.
The problem with descriptive standards
is the ambiguity. This creates a situation
whereby tenants may struggle to know
if their home meets the standard. It also
creates a challenge for a property investor
in knowing whether the rental property
meets the standard. Unscrupulous lessors
may be able to get away with a lower
standard, while more dutiful landlords
may invest more and exceed a standard. In
effect, the grey area created by descriptive
standards puts more community-minded
landlords at a disadvantage relevant to
selfish ones. It would also make it harder
for the government to take enforcement
action.
In contrast, prescriptive standards make
it easier for a lessor to meet the standard.
They make it easier for tenants to assess
compliance and potentially advocate for a
remedy. They also make it easier for other
parties like a regulator or the ACAT to
assess cases.
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What standards should
exist?
We consulted with renters in our
community and there were many views
about what standards should exist.
Understandably, when people are paying
upwards of 30% of their income for a place
to live, they expect that the place should be
decent.
Broadly, the Victorian standards align
with what our respondents raised. In
particular, people mentioned concerns
around locks and security — this is covered
well in the Victorian standard. Renters
also described the value of fly screens in
supporting ventilation (both for cooling and
condensation management). We encourage
the ACT Government to consider a
requirement for fly screens on windows
and security screens on front doors as a
way to support natural cooling methods,
which will be increasingly important.
Another issue that came up was mechanical
ventilation. This is covered in the Victorian
standards and should be part of standards
for the ACT. Cooking areas and bathrooms
should have access to ventilation to reduce
the risk of excessive condensation. This
could be mechanical ventilation with a
minimum throughput. This is even more
important given that energy efficiency
standards could lead to improvements in
draught-sealing: a reduction in passive
ventilation through undesirable cracks and
gaps may justify an increase in options for
active ventilation such as through exhaust
fans or externally-vented rangehoods.

Lessors could be able to apply for an
exemption from standards where it is not
practical for them to comply, or where the
costs grossly outweigh the benefits. Such
an exemption should be disclosed when
advertising a property.

Government must
play an active role in
enforcement
A few measures will help to make such
regulations effective in practice.
Tenants should be able to play a role
in highlighting breaches of minimum
standards. As discussed in the paper, a
tenant could elect to pay rent into a trust
account and then have it paid back to them
as compensation if a property failed to
meet minimum standards. Where a tenant
finds themselves living in a substandard
property, they should be able to take
action, and they should be legally entitled
to significant compensation.
Related to this, if tenants are to be able
to take such action, the ACT Government
must protect them from potential
retaliation by abolishing unfair evictions.
This includes terminations at the end of a
fixed-term tenancy. Without such action
it would be pointless and punitive to ask
renters to put themselves at risk by taking
action against a breach.
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However, enforcement cannot and must
not be left to people who rent. In various
facets of society, governments play a role
of proactively assessing compliance with
regulations. The same approach must be
taken towards assessing the standard of
rental properties, as we see elsewhere
in the world.16 This means assessing
properties on a routine basis and also in
response to complaints or tip-offs. Such
a program should aim to inspect every
property eventually. Initially, it could
inspect sufficient properties that there is a
reasonable prospect that any breaches will
be detected. Deterrence can be a powerful
force here, but deterrence will only work if
there is the likelihood of being caught.

with minimum standards for energy
efficiency.
There is a temptation to delay the initial
compliance date due to the illusion that
this will allow more time for lessors to
comply. In reality, this is unlikely to be
the case. Some proactive lessors will take
action before the first date, whereas others
will wait until the deadline approaches.
Postponing the deadline will simply
postpone the point at which must lessors
will sit up and take notice: it will ultimately
delay the implementation of standards and
prolong any political resistance.

Keep the compliance
timeframes simple
We support a simple compliance timeframe
that will make it easier for all parties
to understand their obligations and
entitlements. Such a time frame might look
something like this:
•

1 January 2023: minimum standards
apply to any properties with a tenancy
agreement signed on or after this date.

•

1 January 2025: minimum standards
apply to all rental properties.

The government should avoid having
too many different dates involved in
compliance and should also set a final
date by which all properties must comply.
Compliance dates should be harmonised
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Conclusion
Everyone needs a home. Current tenancy
laws make this harder for renters: they
promote insecure, short-term tenancies;
they push up the price of housing; and they
make it difficult for renters to be confident
that their home will be secure, safe, and
healthy. These dynamics are not intrinsic
to renting, and all over the world we see
that renting can offer good homes. The
difference is our laws, which should be
changed.
Through this reform process, the ACT
Government has the opportunity to change
tenancy law so that the growing number
of people renting, renting with children,
and renting long-term in the ACT can make
decent homes as renters. As such, we
recommend changes to:
•

•

establish compensation for tenants for
any no-fault, with grounds termination;

•

stop rent bidding, by barring lessors
from accepting a rent offer higher than
what is advertised; and

•

introduce and enforce minimum
standards, particularly for security and
ventilation.

Although tenancy legislation is dry,
the implications of these decisions are
real, vivid, and immediate in the lives of
thousands of people in the ACT community.
In our submission, we have responded to
the consultation paper and put forward
recommendations to help realise a better
rental system. This can bring us a step
closer to a system where renters have the
homes that we need and deserve.

prevent termination without grounds,
including ‘end of a fixed term’;

Photo by zenjazzygeek (2014)
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